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Assessment of Microsoft’s Security Policy and Methods as Demonstrated by the QAZ
Trojan Attack
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today’s business environment. One would think after all of the media attention on
hackers, viruses, and attacks that by now this would be obvious to large corporations,
especially those involved in manufacturing computer security applications. However,
security can get lost in the details, and no matter how many precautions are taken no
one is impervious to network attacks. Network and information security tools and
techniques are not guarantees and at best can slow down experienced hackers
enough that they direct their attention elsewhere. In late October, Microsoft’s network
was compromised again. Let’s look at the details of this security breakdown and see if
Microsoft is the victim of a patient hacker or left itself open to a known attack and glean
a few lessons for our own security practices.
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All of the details of the attack are still not fully known by the public. Initially it
was believed that the hackers had access to Microsoft’s network for weeks or months.
Now Microsoft asserts that the attack lasted only 12 days. They also claim they
monitored the attack from the moment it began on October 12th and have “accumulated
detailed information that will help identify the hacker1.”
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Microsoft security employees “detected passwords being remotely sent to an email account in St. Petersburg, Russia. Microsoft… interpreted electronic logs as
showing that those internal passwords were used to transfer source code -- software
blueprints -- outside the Microsoft campus2.” Here is a clear example of the
importance of logging security and system information. Microsoft’s logs allowed them
to identify the attack, the specific areas that had been compromised, and possibly
capture enough information to identify and prosecute the attacker.
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It appears the hacker gained access using the QAZ Trojan which first surfaced
in China in July of 2000. Experts believe an employee received e-mail carrying the
dangerous software payload on their home computer and inadvertently installed it. The
employee used the computer to check emails and work on Microsoft’s network. QAZ
probably stole the user’s passwords and sent them to a computer in Asia, allowing him
to then
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network
posing
as the
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areas. QAZ gave the intruder some control over the victim's computer, and it
automatically spread to any computers it found in that section of Microsoft's campus.
QAZ also may have automatically downloaded and installed hacker tools from a W eb
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site in the South Pacific3. Apparently, Microsoft did not have all of the access points to
their network secured. Even if their internal network was protected from the QAZ
Trojan, not protecting their remote access system resulted in a security breakdown.
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QAZ is a network worm that spreads itself under Win32 systems. “The worm
itself is Win32 executable file and about 120K long, written in MS Visual C++. When
an infected file is executed, the worm registers itself in Windows registry in auto-start
section.” It installs itself as Notepad.exe and renames the real notepad application
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user. QAZ has two processes, a spreading process and a backdoor process.
Additionally, QAZ has “just three commands, but that is enough to install any other
(more powerful) trojan/virus to the computer… The worm also sends a notification to
its "host" (worm's author?). This e-mail message is sent to some address in China.
The message contains the IP address(es) of infected machine… To locate an infected
computer within a network is possible by checking whether it sends/receives data on
TCP port 75974.” The QAZ Trojan has been known for several months. It is unknown if
Microsoft failed to require their remote access users to implement personal firewall
software or update their virus scanning software to identify and remove QAZ, or if this
was a lapse by the employee. Either way, Microsoft should have been able to identify
and remove this known Trojan once it attempted to access the network. Unless QAZ
has the ability to activate ports, if Microsoft had disabled port 7597 it could possibly
have prevented information from being sent out of its network.
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The facts of this attack point to possible break downs in virus scanning/
protection, network access point protection, not disabling unused ports, monitoring and
logging, and security policy. If Microsoft really did identify the Trojan as soon as it was
introduced and monitored and logged all of it’s activity from the beginning, their
security infraction in this case appears to be concentrated on their remote access virus
protection and possibly unused ports being enabled. Let’s look at two more areas of
security since a network breach in itself may not be very damaging if Microsoft is
practicing security in depth. Let’s look at their data integrity protection and security
policy in regards to attack response.
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The New York Times reported that according to Microsoft, hackers were able to
view the source code for future product releases but were not able to steal the code for
the Windows or Office software. Microsoft also asserted that no software programs
were changed, which would indicate no viruses were introduced to their future software
releases5. However, according to an anonymous hacker interviewed by Wired, “There
are thousands upon thousands of lines of code in those applications. How could
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customization in all that code .” I don’t know the what Microsoft uses to protect their
data, but one would think they use an encrypted checksum or similar means to ensure
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their valuable source code has not been altered by an unauthorized party. And further,
just as data stored on the network can be altered, these checksums should be kept on
a floppy or a server/ storage media not connected to the network where they could be
changed to cover the hacker’s tracks.
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Microsoft had two significant responses to the attack. First, they called in the
FBI to assist in the investigation. The FBI sent in a “13-member Computer Analysis
Response Team… to examine Microsoft personal computers and review network logs
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Second,
“Microsoft temporarily blocked all its global employees from accessing the corporate
network from outside their offices over the weekend to ensure that any hacker also
would be blocked from returning.” It is reported that Microsoft has, and as a result
blocked access to, roughly 39,000 employees with remote access to their network7.
Was Microsoft’s security policy adequate to respond to this attack and was that level of
response appropriate? It appears that Microsoft moved quickly and had the tools in
place to respond to this attack. As far as the appropriateness of the response, that
depends on the reality of what was compromised. If the hackers obtained proprietary
code, or changed code on the network, calling in the FBI and shutting down access to
39,000 employees may be perfectly valid. On the other hand, if Microsoft is correct in
their statement that no code was altered, the hackers only had a few minutes to
actually view the code, and only minimal amounts of code for future releases was
obtained, the cost involved in their response (tax payer cost of the FBI’s resources and
Microsoft’s cost in loss of productivity from shutting down remote access) may be
excessive. I don’t know if these courses of action were in Microsoft’s security policy or
they were simply reactions to the situation, but analyzing the costs involved
demonstrate the importance of documenting your security policy including responses
to varying levels of security breaches.
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